SOLUTION BRIEF

Seeing is believing.
Remove the gaps in
traditional discovery
processes, accelerate
your transformation
timeline, and discover
potential cost savings.

Automated blueprinting of current state IT
ATAVision delivers instantaneous and complete insight into
all relevant hardware configuration and deployed software
package demographics, across Windows, Linux, and Unix.

Application affinity mapping
Detailed information around application communication as
collected over a specified period, this mapping activity can reveal
insights into how applications function and cascade in respect
to other applications, as well as any underlying infrastructure.

Collection of performance data
Traditional methods of discovery typically involve a highly manual
process, often suffering from staff turnover and knowledge
gaps, which can increase the risk of inaccurate and incomplete
discovery. This output is inadequate for migration wave planning
and can lead to broken applications or migration failures.
ATAVision™ can help you avoid these pitfalls and ensure that projects are delivered in a timely, integrated, and cost-effective manner.

Detailed CPU and memory utilization over the data collection
period, visually presented, and integrated analytics can
enable intelligent recommendations for target state
environments and right sizing of cloud instances.

Migration wave grouping
The automated creation of infrastructure alignments, combined
with analytics, form the basis of customizable migration
wave grouping, for porting across cloud and hybrid IT.

Secure, agentless architecture
ATAVision automates the discovery and application mapping

Cloud cost comparison

process; helping to shorten timelines and reduce human

The CloudCast™ feature within ATAVision enables users to easily

error. Regardless of platform mix—physical, virtual, or

select any number of servers in their current infrastructure and

cloud—ATAVision can deliver a complete blueprint of current

project annual cloud costs and run-rate spend across multiple clouds.

state infrastructure, including application dependency

It leverages API’s to maintain up-to-date pricing and includes the

mapping and affinity details for migration wave planning.

ability to upload your own pricing schedules or customer offers.

Single pane of glass
ATAMotion™ is managed through a central
console and can be used in conjunction with
ATAVision™ as an end-to-end transformation
solution to any target environment.

Potential Benefits
•

Discover servers in and out of scope
so no server is left behind

•

Ensure applications aren’t broken as
you move them to the cloud

•

Right sizing cloud instances to reduce
cost or optimize performance

•

Comparison of cloud costs across vendors to maximize your spend

•

When used with ATAVision, application inventory and affinity is continuosly updated during migrations
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